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Abstract
This paper explores the design process of robotics and autonomous systems using a co-design approach,
applied ethics, and values-driven methods. Specifically, the approach seeks to move beyond traditional risk
assessment toward a greater consideration of end-user exposure. The goal of the ethics-based co-design
approach is to identify end-user and stakeholder values that guide the minimization of end-user vulnerability
associated with the employment of autonomous systems. This design process is also used to identify positive
consequences that probably increase human wellbeing as opposed to simply avoiding harm. We argue that
biomedical autonomous systems design, during the preclinical phase, should bring together diverse
stakeholders that would not traditionally be involved in design. We also argue that embedding ethical
considerations in the engineering design process should bring together a diverse range of stakeholders to more
accurately appreciate possible end-user implications of a design. With complex systems design, such as
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Engineering-Based Design
Methodology for Embedding
Ethics in Autonomous Robots
This paper explores a method for embedding ethics into the design and use of an
endoscopic capsule for diagnosis and drug delivery, using a codesign approach to
reduce end-user risk.
By LINDSAY J. ROBERTSON , ROBA ABBAS , GURSEL ALICI , ALBERT MUNOZ ,
AND KATINA MICHAEL , Senior Member IEEE
ABSTRACT | This paper explores the design process of robotics
and autonomous systems using a co-design approach, applied
ethics, and values-driven methods. Specifically, the approach
seeks to move beyond traditional risk assessment toward a
greater consideration of end-user exposure. The goal of the
ethics-based co-design approach is to identify end-user and
stakeholder values that guide the minimization of end-user
vulnerability associated with the employment of autonomous
systems. This design process is also used to identify posi-
tive consequences that probably increase human wellbeing
as opposed to simply avoiding harm. We argue that bio-
medical autonomous systems design, during the preclinical
phase, should bring together diverse stakeholders that would
not traditionally be involved in design. We also argue that
embedding ethical considerations in the engineering design
process should bring together a diverse range of stakehold-
ers to more accurately appreciate possible end-user impli-
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cations of a design. With complex systems design, such as
biotechnologies, greater awareness is necessary of the ethical
implications of designed autonomy to end-user exposure.
KEYWORDS | Autonomous robots; design; ethics; risk
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
A. General Ethics Applied to Engineering
Design—Nonautonomous
The design of machines, from an engineering perspec-
tive, is a relatively straightforward practice. Engineering
design has required adherence to fundamental design
principles, and an avoidance of unacceptable risk levels
to ensure that the outcome will be functional, robust,
and cost-effective. With increasing complexity and growing
importance in society, machine (e.g., automobiles and
airplanes) design necessitates end-user safety considera-
tions to be deeply embedded in the engineering design
process [1]. Automobiles were designed to include mov-
ing mechanical parts that require human interaction, and
airplanes as they grew in sophistication over decades had
some of the first computer systems with autopilot. Ethics,
whether integrated into the engineering design process or
not, has always been a topical area of inquiry for human-
ities and social sciences scholars [2]. Future visions of
how autonomous systems might obviate human control [3]
and replace fundamental human functions [4] have stirred
debate regarding the interaction between humans and
machines. This trend has meant that potential breaches
in engineering ethics have received more attention than
the potential methodologies that can embed ethics in the
design of complex systems.
Ethics guide several important considerations in engi-
neering design. First, ethics informs decisions about
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whether to pursue research and development efforts to
technological breakthroughs or continued reliance on the
status quo. Second, ethics addresses important questions
about what is being sought to build and why, the implica-
tions toward humans, and broadly guiding intent of the
engineering efforts. Third, ethics has a role to play in
the engineering design process, whether it is a functional
feature in a single subsystem or is a feature that pervades
the end-to-end system. Fourth, ethics allows the measure-
ment of performance in the algorithmic source code of
machines, as it relates to risks. Finally, ethics informs the
dissemination of and access to particular technologies in
terms of affordability [5].
Efforts to tackle how ethics can be applied to engineer-
ing design often include development of standards and an
appreciation of potential tradeoffs. An example is the IEEE
P7000 series of standards for “ethically aligned design”
[6]. Also, country-specific standards are being developed
to address machines such as robots in the context of ethical
risk assessment. Examples include: adopting sociotechni-
cal and ethical, legal, and social implications approaches,
and other International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) risk standards, such as ISO 31000. Although there
appears to be considerable drive to develop guidance for
engineering efforts in this space, there is little clarity about
how ethics can be embedded into engineering design. On
the one hand, machine related injuries or human fatalities
tend to emphasize the need for ethical risk assessment
and better complex systems design. On the other hand,
profit-seeking industries strive to be the first to market,
in order to capitalize on expected competitive advantage
[7], [8]. These time pressures result in a tendency to adopt
methodologies that embrace experimentalism.
As technology is increasingly embedded within the
Internet of Things and humans, questions arise as to
whether ethically aligned design processes are suffi-
cient [78]. New patents are awarded for inventiveness, but
do not require the submission of an ethics application [79].
And yet, it is the end-users who adopt machines who may
be unnecessarily exposed to risks arising from the failure
to apply engineering design ethics. Furthermore, utilizing
metrics about end-user vulnerabilities may yield new ways
of evaluating the ethics of updated models of machines.
While we can never eliminate risk, we may be able to
inform design toward the minimization of potential loss.
This research posits that ethical considerations in the engi-
neering design process should account for the vulnerability
of specific end-users (e.g., patients and doctors). For a
machine operating autonomously and making choices with
ethical consequences, the design itself must be validated
against a correspondent metric of vulnerability. Rather
than rewarding inventiveness without considerations for
the implications of added functionality, we argue that engi-
neering design, and functionality improvements should be
evaluated for their capability to minimize vulnerability
when used.
B. Field of Application: Biomedical Engineering
This paper considers the design process for autonomous
systems whose field of application has ethical implications:
we consider the application of techniques that will ensure
that the complete design process will result in confidence
that ethical performance will be achieved. This paper does
not consider detailed design, nor does it assess specific
hazards. Rather, this paper considers the framework within
which the design occurs, the stakeholder involvement in
the design, the appreciation of limitations of autonomy,
and the principles that will help to assure that the design
will perform as expected when the operating environment
is nonoptimal.
Throughout this paper, the authors will make use of the
notion of a present mode of operation (PMO) and a future
mode of operation (FMO) to distinguish between machine
designs that are presently available as opposed to those
that are a foreseeable future for the technology. It is likely,
for a great number of devices on the market that a transi-
tion plan from a purely manual system to semiautonomous
system and finally fully autonomous system has already
been considered. The field of biomedical engineering is
particularly prone to this type of technological trajectory
given the precision required in instrumentation to be uti-
lized. Examples currently exist in patient-controlled infu-
sion pumps for drug delivery and by surgeons undertaking
robot-assisted surgery (e.g., the minimally invasive da
Vinci Surgical System).
A factor to consider is whether a device is a “brand new”
technology (i.e., greenfield implementation) or a tech-
nology that is an incremental improvement on previous
work (i.e., brownfield implementation). This distinction is
significant as the process of development in biomedical
applications must adhere to region-specific regulations
where the innovation will be sold, many of which require
acknowledgment of prior invention. In greenfield imple-
mentations, the initial design of a brand new device sets
the course for further incremental innovation. If the right
investment is made in a new technology from the initial
design phase, then future generations of that technology
may be similarly robust. Incremental innovations are less
likely to achieve long term success if deployed at a lower
threshold of ethical alignment.
If a technology is designed and built in a controlled
environment, and tested only on nonhumans when its
final application is meant to be in humans, then such a
design will not go beyond a preclinical phase of devel-
opment. Specific to the biomedical innovation, emphasis
is placed on fundamental design controls with adequate
historical documentation. As companies invest in tech-
nological transitioning from manual to autonomous sys-
tems, the design element will commensurately increase
in complexity, especially in terms of embedded software
engineering. Hybridized inventions that have dual func-
tions (e.g., a medical diagnostic device that is capable of
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Table 1 Alignment of Ethical Agency and Autonomy
drug delivery) are assessed by multiple panels within a
regulatory body. Regulators in turn will need to seek new
skilled expertise in this emerging area to assess biomed-
ical designs that are potentially hazardous to humans if
they do not meet respective standards. In the context of
brownfield implementations of biomedical devices, such as
implantable cardioverter defibrillators, incremental inno-
vations may require designers to improve upon the incum-
bent architecture available toward vulnerability reduction,
even if the adopted design comes from a competitor inno-
vation. Furthermore, as complex semiautonomous or fully
autonomous designs enter the market, a greater emphasis
will be placed on the interconnection of these technologies
with open infrastructures, such as the Internet and Internet
of Things. Aspects of privacy and security that were not
a major consideration in once-standalone devices such
as heart and brain pacemakers will now receive greater
attention [80].
C. Distinctive of Ethical Design Applied to
(Semi)Autonomous Systems
Humans learn and absorb ethical values from parents,
culture, and society (e.g., legal codes). Humans possess
empathy and understand that harm to others has a
negative impact. Humans also have self-worth, and hence
the prospect of financial penalty, jail time or worse is a
powerful incentive to conforming behavior. In addition,
humans have autonomy, and as long as our tools have no
autonomy we will exert specific ethical maxims and aim
to avoid harm to ourselves. When humans consider the
possibility of a robot acquiring some level of autonomy,
we must question whether the robot will be able to per-
ceive ethical issues, and incorporate mechanisms to ensure
ethical behavior [9]. The human incentives for ethical
behavior seem inapplicable—a threat of incarceration is
unlikely to influence a robot’s proposed actions—so we
must also assess whether the capability of a robot to recog-
nize ethical implications is well-aligned with its devolved
level of autonomy.
Categorizations of autonomy have been proposed,
including Sheridan’s [10], and the categories of the self-
driving car [3]. These categorizations could be applied
quite generally, as can ethical agency [11]. While precise
alignment is difficult, Table 1 (adapted from [3], [10] and
[11]), attempts to show that it is possible to align the
categorizations of ethical agency with categorizations of
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autonomy. Thus, alignment gives essential guidance to the
ethical design process by specifying acceptable levels of
ethical agency according to the level of autonomy allowed
in the design.
We propose that the design process must ensure that
a given robot’s level of autonomy to make decisions
with ethical implications is adequately aligned with its
capability to recognize situational actions with ethi-
cal implications [12]. For many design issues involving
no devolution of autonomy, there is a possibility that
an ethical human can intervene to mitigate or avoid
harm.
There is a clear need for guidance that can be trans-
lated into engineering terms, to inform metric selection
during the design process and to avoid inventing machines
that increase the risk of ethical violations in an increas-
ingly machine-autonomous world. This paper proposes an
ethically aligned co-design methodology to provide such
guidance, as detailed below and validated through the
biomedical device case study.
This paper does not attempt to provide a “cookie
cutter” approach to methodology. We address the major
methodological functions by considering: 1) philosophi-
cally how to obtain agreement on functional requirements
(co-design); 2) how engineering design could achieve the
identified functionality; 3) how to clarify the applicable
ethical issues; 4) how to ensure that autonomy levels
proposed in the design are well-aligned with the level
of ethical decision-making capability; and 5) a proposal
of an approach to providing greater assurance that the
final design will actually provide those capabilities even
in adverse circumstances.
D. Outline
This paper explores the process of robotics and
autonomous systems development using a co-design
approach to reduce end-user risk. The theory of expo-
sure is introduced to evaluate end-user vulnerability while
undergoing endoscopic procedures using a robotic capsule
with autonomous drug delivery capability. Underpinning
this approach is an end-to-end ethically aligned co-design
methodology engaging end-users throughout the design
process aimed at hazard adjustment. Normally, endoscopy
practice requires the use of invasive instrumentation to
gather information necessary for diagnoses and treatment.
The procedure can alternatively be conducted with a
noninvasive ingestible capsule-shaped device containing a
camera, LED lights, battery, and electronic circuits. The
capsule allows real-time transmission of data to facilitate
medical diagnosis while moving in the human gastroin-
testinal tract under natural peristalsis. Future designs will
include active navigation for diagnosis, treatment, sam-
ple collection and site-specific drug delivery. The contri-
bution of this paper is a method for embedding ethics
into the design of a machine in a sociotechnical appli-
cation, showing applicability to this rapidly developing
field.
II. E T H I C A L C O-D E S I G N :
A P H I L O S O P H I C A L A P P R O A C H
A. Overview and History of Co-Design
Co-design refers to any system or technology design
effort that engages end-users and other relevant stakehold-
ers in the creative process, in an “act of collective creativ-
ity” [13]. The term “process” is important, as co-design
is not to be misconstrued as a single or discrete “event”
but rather an iterative and integrated practice that was
originally aimed at end-users but now encompasses other
stakeholders that may be affected by the implementation
of a specific system or service [14].
The co-design approach has been considered and
deployed in a variety of contexts, including: in the design
of social services and public policy by including citizen
participation [15] and [16], the early childhood education
sector to inform the design of technology intended for chil-
dren [17]–[24], in participatory design projects focused on
collaborative urban planning [25], and in the biomedical
(augmented reality and robotics) application user centric
development [26] among others.
Historically, the co-design philosophy can be traced
back to the European participatory design movement of
the 1970s [27]. This movement elevated the importance
of participation, cooperation and co-creation, generally
within an open systems design [25], [28]. For a detailed
overview and further readings on participatory design,
fundamental to which are the ideas of participation,
cooperation and co-creation, generally within an open
systems paradigm (see [27]). Another notable concept
is the distinction among a different “arenas for partici-
pation” [29], [30], specifically the individual, company
and national (and even international) arenas, with cer-
tain challenges emerging when design activities enter the
public sphere [31], [32]. Participatory design, although
crucial in the early stages of the design process, faces
some implementation issues due to constraints inherent in
the real-world (e.g., time and budget). These constraints
are also experienced in engineering design, as a tendency
exists for isolated design; and the analysis of early pro-
totypes that may not succeed are closed to end-users.
This is particularly true if the creation and refinement of
more mature prototypes are necessary prior to soliciting
feedback.
In cases where user engagement is sought, user-centered
design approaches are often preferred over partnerships,
the latter being a basic tenet of the co-design concept.
The co-design philosophy is centered on recognizing end-
users as experts and partners as opposed to a conven-
tional client-designer relationship [27], and user-centered
approaches that value the “expert perspective” which
considers the “user as subject” [13]. This is a funda-
mental distinction to make when comparing co-design
with user-centered approaches, as the emphasis is on
empowering users to become “experts in the experi-
ence domain” [33] and, therefore, being encouraged to
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Fig. 1. Features and factors of co-design facilitating a shared creative experience.
contribute as valid and important members of the design
team.
B. Features and Factors of Co-Design
A successful co-design implementation must take into
account three factors: 1) stakeholder selection, to ensure
an appropriate participant set is chosen; 2) tool and
technique choice, whereby existing co-design methods are
adapted to the given project; and 3) physical setting selec-
tion to ensure the use of the most suitable location in
which co-design activities can occur (adapted from [32]).
Co-design must also focus on experiences as the basis for
the design process in an inclusive, objective-driven, con-
crete, and pragmatic fashion adapted from [15] and [16]
to create a “third space” (see [28] in which “collective cre-
ativity” [13] takes place and thrives). This third or “hybrid”
space is “concerned with creating regions of overlap where
the perspectives can come into mutual knowledge and,
potentially, alliance—with the creation of the hybrid spaces
in which objectivity can emerge through constructive dis-
cussion, dialog, negotiation, and mutual learning” [28].
A conceptual representation of the major features and
factors of co-design guide a shared creative experience in
a defined “third space” as shown in Fig. 1.
C. Applicability of Co-Design to Robotic Capsule
Endoscopy: How to Achieve Ethical Alignment
To argue the applicability of co-design in the context of
a robotic endoscopy capsule, and the development of an
ethically aligned co-design methodology, the conceptual
representation outlined must be extended to recognize
aspects relevant to the (autonomous) robotic capsule. The
socio-technical context in which robotic capsule endoscopy
exists, falls well within the socio-technical theory realm.
In socio-technical theory, interactions between humans
and technology arise as primary drivers of system behavior.
By extension, the co-design process must be acknowledged
as being an open system, as performance outcomes influ-
ence, and are influenced by the end-user.
The co-design philosophy is often linked to the open
systems paradigm, which in turn is associated with
notions from socio-technical systems theory. Open sys-
tems, in their basic form, can be defined as systems
that are receptive to information generated and pro-
vided by the environmental or external context [34]–[36].
The socio-technical approach similarly recognizes the
importance of exogenous factors that influence a given
socio-technical system. While much has been written
about the socio-technical approach to design (refer
to [37]–[41] for influential texts), elementary applica-
tions will pay particular attention to the social and
technical elements that comprise a given system. These
social and technical subsystems interact in an often
inseparable manner to produce system outcomes. The
socio-technical approach originated in the context of
primary work systems in an organizational setting, but
was later extended to encompass societal-level systems
and an environmental subsystem (e.g., soft-regulations)
that affect and influence socio-technical system outcomes.
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An understanding of socio-technical principles is essential
to any co-design effort, and the fundamental principle
of interest is that of joint optimization, which stipulates
that: the nature of interactions between the social and
technical elements defines the degree of success that the
socio-technical system as an entity achieves [42]. While
traditionally, joint optimization efforts were concerned
with the social and technical subsystems, the definition
was extended in recognition of the environmental subsys-
tems or factors [43].
D. Engineering Design Process
Engineering design and development processes must be
acknowledged as part of this discussion, given that they
drive the creation of the robotic capsule studied in this
paper. Our insight into the engineering design process of
the capsule is informed by the first-hand experience of the
authors, and semiformal interviews of field experts. Previ-
ous studies have documented biomedical technology engi-
neering design methodologies as following a linear sequen-
tial approach (e.g., waterfall model as per [44], [45]).
An alternative co-design process based on user-centered
design principles has also been applied [26]. However,
ethical alignment was not a prominent feature of the
suggested methodology and the relevance of existing
processes and their role in the co-design method were not
detailed. For the purpose of this paper, a representative




3) task requirements and specifications;
4) definition of the goal/purpose of the design;




9) prototyping and testing (including validation, certi-
fication and standardization as applicable);
10) production.
Design of biomedical machines must acknowledge
progress in the ethics domain made by academia, regu-
latory and standards bodies. Specific to this area, extant
literature provides clear definitions, regulatory frame-
works and endeavors to minimize breaches through stan-
dardization of design procedures. Efforts to counter the
possibility of adverse events are principally informed by
evaluations of design feasibility [46]. In the case of bio-
medical technologies, these evaluations account for the
potential for harm to the end-user (i.e., patient). Exposure
broadly refers to the possible loci for hazards, and asso-
ciated consequences. In involving end-users in the design
process, a different perspective can be appreciated, con-
sidered and implemented into the design, particularly in
the preclinical phase of development (i.e., prior to imple-
menting the design process noted above in its entirety).
In many cases, these implementations can dramatically
reduce the possibility of end-user harm. These latter two
considerations—biomedical machine ethics and end-user
vulnerability—involve a considerable body of the literature
and will be further explored as follows.
E. Machine Ethics: Scope
The co-design process must be ethically aligned
and adhere to appropriate regulations and standards.
Therefore, it is valuable to define the scope and back-
ground as to what it means to be ethically aligned in the
context of (autonomous) machines in general, and the
robotic capsule endoscopy systems more specifically.
In the Western world, controversial ethical issues
(e.g., euthanasia and the infallibility of a Ruler) are com-
monly decided by a complex and interlinked system of
judicial case-law and community principles. Decisions may
be guided by legislation generated in response to commu-
nity assessments of ethical issues, or by current community
standards. This codification is somewhat circular, since
community standards are codified into statutes, which in
turn strongly influence community standards.
Alternatively, ethics can originate from compliance with
an accepted moral imperative, ubiquitous among commu-
nities. One “moral law,” formally presented by Kant [47]
as the categorical imperative, specifies what individuals
ought to or are obliged to do. This single moral rule
stipulates that an individual must “act only on that maxim
by which you can at the same time will that it should
become a universal law.” This has often been considered
aligned with the “golden rule,” which is thought to have
originated in Confucian times (see Confucius in [48]), and
is adopted as a fundamental directive by many religions
and societies. The golden rule essentially states that you
should treat others as you wish to be treated; a com-
monly held (but not the only) ethical position. Kant [47]
also presented the second formulation of the categorical
imperative, which recommends the following: “act in such
a way that you always treat humanity, whether in your
own person or in the person of any other, never simply
as a means, but always at the same time as an end.”
These issues come into focus when a robot is considered.
Regardless of the level of image processing, deduction and
memory incorporated into a robot, it is hard to envis-
age a situation where it would be acceptable to sacrifice
the life of a child in order to protect the existence of
some advanced example of consumer electronics. This
is perhaps the quintessential difference between “robot”
and “human.” For example, NASA recently commanded
its Cassini spacecraft to “commit suicide” by diving into
Saturn, in order to prevent possible contamination of Titan
with earth-originating bacteria. One could speculate on
whether a more autonomous version of Cassini might
have considered that it had a personal chance of survival
by landing on Titan and was not too concerned by an
academic consideration of human bugs.
Moor [11] considers “implicit ethical agents,”
“explicit ethical agents,” and “full ethical agents.”
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Moor proposes: 1) that an “agent” whose scope of action
is specifically designed responses to constrained issues
that have ethical implication is an “implicit ethical agent”;
2) that an agent that can make limited autonomous ethical
decisions is an “explicit ethical agent”; and 3) that an
agent which can determine and justify ethical principles
can be designated as a “full ethical agent.” Moor also notes
that “clear examples of machines acting as explicit ethical
agents are elusive,” and furthermore “an average adult
human is a full ethical agent” [49] and does not nominate
categories but concludes that a robot becomes a moral
agent first, when “the robot is significantly autonomous
from any programmers or operators of the machine.”
The second is when one can explain an autonomous
machine’s ethical violation only by ascribing it to
malicious intent. And finally, moral agency requires “the
machine to behave in a way that shows an understanding
of responsibility to some other moral agent.”
It is reasonable to consider an average human as
a full ethical agent. This paper ascribes no particular
religious bias to the “parable of the good Samaritan”
(Luke 10:25–37) but a designer of an autonomous system
might make note that even groups with identical cultural
backgrounds and an unreservedly common adherence to
a form of words could apparently arrive at significantly
different interpretations of the appropriate actions.
The Autonomy Levels for Unmanned Systems (ALFUS)
framework [50] has proposed a finer-grained definition of
autonomy, noting three dimensions: 1) mission complex-
ity; 2) environmental complexity; and 3) human indepen-
dence or autonomy level. If the design process considers
the ALFUS levels of autonomy against ethical criteria,
it may conclude that there is a need to reduce the ALFUS
autonomy levels permissible within a design to the point
where the ethical requirements can be met. Thus, such eth-
ical criteria would be necessary before a human designer
could reasonable devolve to a robot, more than an “implicit
agent” level of autonomy [11].
In order to examine the applicability of ethical decisions
in the design of robots, we can perhaps separate some
functional elements.
1) Can a human designer codify conditions under
which a specified action will benefit a human?
2) Can a human designer codify relevant issues which
a representative person would perceive as harmful
(physical harm, privacy, humiliation, and embarrass-
ment), and quantify/categorize these to a degree
that could allow decision-making?
3) Can a human designer codify relevant environmen-
tal conditions that will modify perceived levels of
harm? If I am shipwrecked naked, I would rank
the harm of nonrescue as greater than the harm of
appearing naked?
4) Can a human designer quantify relevant situations
where a robot action will cause differing types
and degrees of harm to more than one person?
That is, minor embarrassment to one person, lethal
danger to a large number or long-term high-risk to
others?
5) Can the robot identify/quantify all relevant human
harms and harm-levels? Does the robot have,
within its construction and computational abilities,
the capacity to identify all relevant types of harm?
6) Can the target robot predict, from alternative
actions, the levels and types of harmful effects that
those actions will cause for each potentially affected
person?
7) Does the human designer who constructs/programs
the robot have the capability to imbue these recog-
nition capabilities?
8) Is the robot capable of autonomously choosing to
carry out actions that could potentially cause various
“harms” to one or more persons?
9) Is the robot capable of examining choices avail-
able to it, including choices to terminate its own
existence? And to determine levels of identifiable
harms likely to arise for each of the full range of
potentially affected persons, from each alternative
robotic choice?
10) If a robot is able to select from a range of actions
(including a selection of inaction that could poten-
tially cause varying levels of types of harm to
one or more persons), are the definitions of harm
and the numbers of persons and the environmental
modifying issues sufficiently quantifiable to allow
decisions that would be acceptable to society?
11) Can the robot apply these principles statistically,
i.e., taking the view that it will make “correct”
decisions 90% of the time, and for 10% of the time
its decisions will prove to be incorrect and harmful?”
None of these evaluations are trivial: Dennis et al. [12]
propose a calculus that would include a “safety/ethical
logic layer (SEL).” The authors constructed a model
capable of predicting the consequences of a robot’s
actions [51], embodying acceptable ethical principles.
Specifically, the robot proactively selects actions that will
minimize risk providing a basis for a declarative language
that selects actions based on the evaluation of ethical con-
sequences [12]. This is undoubtedly a valuable approach,
addressing point 6 above.
In those authors’ example, the harm was very simple:
keeping a person from falling down a hole (refer also
to [52]). Within a robot of the type envisaged for this
paper’s case study, these principles are also relatively sim-
ple to apply, but in more complex and common cases the
application of Dennis et al.’s [12] approach needs to be
tested.
The designer can then consider the ALFUS levels of
autonomy, against the above criteria, and conclude that
there is a need to reduce the ALFUS autonomy levels
permissible within a design, to the point where the ethical
requirements are able to be satisfied. As such, specific
criteria, generally impossible to fulfill at present, would
be necessary, before a human designer could reasonably
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devolve to a robot, more than an “implicit agent” [11] level
of autonomy.
F. Standards Applications to Autonomous Systems
A number of international standards have already
emerged, and professional bodies such as IEEE have
instigated working groups (notably the “Ethically Aligned
Design” [Versions 1 and 2] documents arising from the
IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and
Intelligent Systems) to collect and clarify the numerous
relevant publications and approaches available. In the
field of autonomous systems, IEEE P7000 “The First
Global Standard Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns
in System Design” offers “a methodology for identifying,
analyzing, and reconciling ethical concerns of end users at
the beginning of systems and software life cycles. The pur-
pose of IEEE P7000 is to enable the pragmatic application
of this type of value-based system design methodology
which demonstrates that conceptual analysis of values and
an extensive feasibility analysis can help to refine ethical
system requirements in systems and software life cycles...”
Central to the theme of this paper is BS 8611:2016 “robots
and robotic devices. Guide to the ethical design and
application of robots and robotic systems.”
Vagia et al. [53] present a literature review on the
levels of automation identified over the years. Sheridan
and Verplank [10] proposed ten gradations of autonomy
that are widely used: these ranges from “Computer offers
no assistance; human does it all” to “Computer decides
everything and acts autonomously, ignoring the human.”
The “ALFUS” [50] (“NIST/ALFUS”) are commonly used
and provide independently assessed rankings under three
categories: human independence, mission complexity, and
environmental complexity. Initially, the SAE [3] nominated
six levels of autonomy for cars, ranging from “level 0:
no automation. You drive it. . . . Level 5: full automa-
tion. Steering wheel is optional. The front seats might
face backwards.” However more recent publications, for
example, the SAE International On-Road Automated Vehi-
cle Standards Committee [3] Information Report: (J3016)
“Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms Related to On-Road
Motor Vehicle Automated Driving Systems,” focuses on
higher levels of automation.
G. Vulnerability, Exposure, and Risk
A number of metrics and the respective procedures exist
in the risk analysis literature. From a theoretical perspec-
tive, evaluations about risk can be embarked upon in a
number of ways, many of which are far more complex than
the multiplication of event occurrence probability by the
consequences of the event, summed across a set of possible
scenarios [54]. Ultimately, the method of evaluation of
risk, as in any measurement exercise, should correspond to
the aims and objectives of the study while being adequate
and acceptable for decision making [54], [55].
Specific to the operation of technology in socio-technical
systems, functional safety standards exist to guide practi-
tioners in ensuring a piece of technology operates within
acceptable levels of risk (e.g., IEC EN 61508). Generally,
such standards are developed to provide a generic method
of identification, classification, mitigation of hazards, and
guide contingency protocols (e.g., safety case). Embedded
within these standards are a number of risk assessment
methods that aim to either amalgamate two or more
dimensions of risk into a single index measure of risk
(e.g., risk matrices and safety integrity levels [56]), or
specify the consequences of a given event (e.g., fault tree
analysis and failure mode and effects analysis). Certainly,
many of these standards are applicable and valuable to
the mitigation of any vulnerability generated in the design
process. However, if the scope of the study extends beyond
the extent of the standards, then a more tailored approach
may be required (see [57]). For example, a design that
employs functional safety practice may adopt the use of
risk matrices to categorize likelihood and consequences
of failures of a biomedical device to deliver an output
by amalgamating both variables into a measure of risk
given a type of failure. This approach may not be fit for
purpose given the context, as the relative importance of
likelihoods and consequences will differ considerably in
medical settings (see [58]–[60] for a detailed discussion).
In practice, a number of international and national
standards are applicable to the analysis of risk: AS/NZS
ISO 31000:2009, MIL-STD-882E, DO-178C:2011,
IEC 61508:2010, DEF-STAN 00-56 Issue 4 (2007),
ISO/WD PAS 21448, among others. In addition, the Risk
Management: Principles and guidelines, and AS/NZS
ISO 31000:2009. Noted, the ISO GUIDE 73:2009
Risk management: Vocabulary have replaced AS/NZS
4360:2004 and represent the industry standards for risk-
related terminology. IEC 61508:Edn 2 (2010) framework
and associated IEC 61511, IEC 61513, and IEC 62061
standards for engineering practice related to functional
safety of engineering systems. There is also the ISO/IEC
26702:2007 (replacing IEEE Std 1220-1998) Systems
engineering: Application and management of the systems
engineering process which is relevant to the design
aspects of a broad range of systems (and certainly the
endoscopic capsule system presented in this paper).
ISO 45001:2018 Occupational health and safety
(replacing BS OHSAS 18001:2007) is relevant to the
working conditions of the health care service provider
(e.g., surgeon). For a case where human injury is possible,
failure mode effect and criticality analysis are also
relevant to the design process, although the United States
Department of Defense (1980) MIL-STD-1629A is no
longer in force. ISO 13485:2016 specifies “requirements
for a quality management system where an organization
needs to demonstrate its ability to provide medical devices
and related services that consistently meet customer and
applicable regulatory requirements. Such organizations
can be involved in one or more stages of the life-cycle,
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including design and development,” and ISO 14971:2007
provides specific advice regarding the application of risk
management processes to medical devices.
Within a socio-technical system where humans interact
with partially automated technologies, an end-user is vul-
nerable to failures of both the human and the technology.
Thus, end-user exposure to output failure is contingent
upon both the human and automated technology failing.
Conversely, end-users engaging with an autonomous sys-
tem subject to analogous failures will have a comparatively
higher exposure level as a single failure will cause fail-
ure to appropriately deliver the expected output, lacking
the option for human intervention. Although intuitively
obvious, an exposure analysis is valuable if included in
the design process. An exposure analysis that employs a
metric of end-user exposure capable of attributing vari-
ations across measurements to specific contributors can
aid the development of designs with reduced end-user
vulnerability.
H. Exposure
The analysis of exposure is presented in this paper as a
core feature of the co-design method, and it is useful to
define the term and the manner in which it will contribute
to the proposed, ethically aligned co-design methodology.
Poorly designed or integrated components of a technologi-
cal system represent weaknesses that can result in threats
to the system capability to deliver goods or services as
designed. Exposure, therefore, represents an evaluation
of the contact potential between a hazard and a receptor
[61]. A threat to an end-user, engaging with a technolog-
ical system is only significant if it aligns with a specific
weakness of that system resulting in contact that leads to
exposure. Conversely, every weakness can potentially be
targeted by a threat—either external or arising from a com-
ponent’s failure to achieve “fitness for purpose”—and so
the configuration of the system’s weaknesses influences the
end-user’s “exposure.” This suggests the importance of sys-
tem configuration in determining the vulnerability of end-
users, and the importance of an approach based on a trans-
parent and auditable mapping to the actual system. If a
service level output from a system is defined, it is possible
to describe the complete system’s output using a Boolean
expression, with AND functions describing cases where
an intermediate stream is generated when input streams
and functional processes are available, and OR functions
describing cases where multiple processes or streams can
supply the required functionality. A truth table represen-
tation of inputs and output allows cases where single
failures cause output failure to be summed, and similarly
allows a summation of the number of cases where dual
failures cause output failure, etc. These summations can
be represented as {E1, E2, E3 . . .} where E1 is the number
of cases where a single stream or process failure will
cause output failure, and E2 is the number of cases where
two failures (neither contributing to E1) will cause output
failure etc. For a potentially life-threatening output from
an autonomous machine, it would seem reasonable to
stipulate that E1 < 1 and E2 < 1. Given the context,
it is reasonable to assume that most if not all output
failures have sufficiently severe consequences to merit con-
sideration during design decisions to avoid output failure
possibility. The metric {E1, E2, E3 . . .} has previously [59]
been shown to be a representation of the “exposure” of
the technological system from which it is derived, and a
valid measure of the vulnerability imposed on the user.
Perrow [62] asserted that whenever a system is sufficiently
complex, failure is inevitable; however, the evaluation of
the system under consideration offers opportunities for
both identifying and assessing potential improvements.
Any “design” is at least implicitly validated only for a
particular operating environment or context (e.g., NASA’s
“curiosity” Mars rover would not operate on the surface
of Venus). The co-design process described in this paper
can be expected to result in a design that operates under
normal circumstances, and is very likely to perhaps quite
unconsciously incorporate the designers’ perceptions of
risk. Previous research [63] has noted specific limitations
inherent in the concept of risk, and for an autonomous
system that has the potential to make ethically significant
decisions, a risk-based approach to design is proposed
to be inadequate for two reasons: first, the difficulty of
ensuring that all hazards are identified, second, the poten-
tial for failure to identify specific weaknesses, and third,
the difficulty of justifying risk probabilities based on expert
assessment.
Rather than simply identifying individual possibilities of
failures, this approach considers all component/systems
and the combinatorial (as well as individual) possibili-
ties of failure created by the actual design. Mapping the
configuration of components and subsystems also facili-
tates review and validation, and is relevant to both the
PMO and FMO.
An analysis of the “exposure” of the system provides a
numerical and defensible measure of the weaknesses of the
autonomous system, and contributes directly to the design
process. If there are known weaknesses in the architectural
and system design of the product/process, then address
these before diffusion into the market. As one example of a
field of contribution, it can be observed that if a final design
goal were to be elimination of E2 vulnerabilities, then pro-
viding design redundancy on both of the two components
that contribute to an E2 vulnerability would be wasted
as the same effect could be achieved by providing design
redundancy to either one of the two vulnerabilities. Based
on projects other than that illustrated in this paper, it is
common to find that the total exposure of a system can be
dramatically reduced by eliminating a design requirement
for a highly exposed contributory system (e.g., a manda-
tory internet connection). The numerical analysis of a
system’s exposure requires a pragmatic approach to the
granularity of design that is used; Robertson [58] proposes
practical criteria for granularity to be considered, and also
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requires that “fail” is defined in terms of nondelivery of
outputs required by a following or final usage.
The measure of exposure associated with a design, can
then serve as a feedback mechanism to evaluate weak-
nesses in a design, and ensure a final design meets an
agreed level of safety. The measure of exposure allows that
hazards are appreciated and reduced to a level no higher
than could be offered by an equivalent, less autonomous
approach. The analysis of exposure provides an essential
step in the design process that forces the consideration
of weaknesses rather than the designer’s perception of
risk. A socio-technical system design claimed to be ethical,
needs to demonstrate objectively that the designer rigor-
ously considered and evaluated design issues and possi-
bilities. Specific to the case, risk consequences should be
considered regardless of probability, rather than estimating
probability of occurrence and consequences in aggregate
indices, and thus reproducing the issues highlighted by
Cox [60].
III. P R O P O S E D C O-D E S I G N
M E T H O D O L O G Y
A. Fundamental Principles and Concepts
The theoretical insights gained from the literature
review coupled with practical experience acquired by engi-
neers and technologists consulted that are currently work-
ing in this domain, have supported the emergence of a
series of fundamental principles and concepts that must
be integrated into the proposed ethically aligned co-design
methodology. These principles and concepts include in the
following.
1) The (engineering-based) system is an open system,
in a theoretical sense, whereby interactions occur
in a broader socio-technical context. Environmen-
tal factors exert a direct influence on the system,
through the provision and exchange of information.
2) The socio-technical system in question is largely
influenced by existing engineering design processes,
which are often in progress when a co-design
methodology of this nature is put into practice.
Therefore, the appreciation and integration of exist-
ing engineering design frameworks is critical.
3) Engineering design processes operate within a wider
innovation setting, characterized by three distinct
but interrelated phases; prior to and during the
introduction to the market, and after the innovation
becomes available to end-users.
4) The socio-technical system, as made up of inextrica-
bly linked social and technical subsystems within a
unique environmental context, must be considered
at various levels throughout the design process.
5) Relevant stakeholders, notably end-users, should
be actively involved during the engineering design
process, and at each of the aforementioned levels of
design.
6) Stakeholder engagement should not be restricted
to end-user involvement, but should encourage
and support the inclusion of additional stakeholder
groups who may be influenced by the engineering
design.
7) For the co-design process to be ethically aligned,
a thorough understanding of the existing regulatory
environment is required to facilitate integration of
such provisions in the early stages of the engineering
co-design process.
8) A standard risk assessment has inherent limitations
that are particularly relevant to this application.
Rather, underlying the co-design methodology is the
analysis of “exposure” as a metric of system weak-
nesses that serves as feedback during the design
process, through the provision of contextually rele-
vant measurements that embody risk in use.
B. Application of the Methodology to Biomedical
Engineering and Robotic Capsule Endoscopy
The application of the aforementioned principles and
concepts to the biomedical engineering field, and specif-
ically to robotic capsule endoscopy, requires a number
of assumptions be made with respect to the case study
presented and examined for the remainder of this paper.
1) A robotic capsule system comprising the robotic
capsule (device) and the social, technical, and envi-
ronmental contexts in which it exists, is an open unit
that is directly influenced by, and is receptive to,
changes in its surroundings. It does not, and should
not, exist or be designed and developed in isolation.
2) The creation of a robotic capsule requires awareness
of typical engineering design (and to some degree,
development) processes. Preliminary stages of such
processes include some form of needs identifica-
tion, background and literature study, requirements
specification, the identification of the objectives of
the design, and an ideation component. These pre-
liminary phases are followed by prototyping with
a focus on exhaustive analysis of multiple designs.
Such analysis in turn informs the selection of a
preferred prototype leading to a detailed design
phase. The latter is concerned with the construction
and exhaustive testing of the selected prototype,
culminating in the production phase of engineering
design.
3) The innovation setting for the co-design of the
robotic capsule is comprised of the preclinical,
clinical, and diffusion phases. In reality, the analysis,
selection and detailed design of prototypes form the
crux of the preclinical phase of development and is
where the proposed co-design methodology should
be introduced. Ideally, however, co-design activities
would span the entirety of both the engineering
design and innovation processes.
4) The co-design of an (autonomous) robotic capsule
should be considered at various levels, ranging from
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Fig. 2. Proposed ethically aligned co-design methodology for robotic capsule endoscopy.
strategic level considerations informed largely by
environmental influences, tactical tasks involving
the actual implementation of relevant codes and
standards into future capsule prototype, and finally,
operational level design activities that examine end-
user exposure when used. Relevant stakeholders
should be approached at each level of design to
avoid an isolated engineering design process.
5) End-user and additional stakeholder involvement
should be solicited at the preclinical phase of
development and be retained until the diffusion
(postmarket) stage. The nature of this arrangement
should be framed as a design partnership that
functions at the various levels of design (refer to
point 4 above), as required.
6) Stakeholders in the co-design of an ethically
aligned robotic capsule include: engineers, external
designers and developers, capsule manufacturers,
medical practitioners, end-users, industry represen-
tatives, academia (including ethicists, technologists,
biomedical experts, and engineers), funding bodies,
government agencies, local authorities (e.g., the
Therapeutic Goods Administration if operating in
Australia), and other relevant international entities
such as the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, and
standards agencies.
7) Regulatory provisions, standards, and codes
of relevance to robotic capsule endoscopy and
biomedical developments include those identified
in Sections II-F and II-G. These provisions should
be factored into the exposure evaluation, to ensure
the design is ethically aligned while also meeting
specified functional requirements.
8) The theory of exposure should be used as a
means to evaluate an end-user’s vulnerability to an
(autonomous) robotic capsule, with the intention
of generating feedback about weaknesses in
design, relative to a controlled version of the same
technology. Such comparisons can subsequently be
used to inform future design choices. Therefore,
an analysis of controlled and autonomous robotic
capsules is necessary.
A diagrammatic representation of the proposed
co-design framework is offered in Fig. 2. The approach
is generalizable to other engineering design contexts,
as the progression from ethically aligned co-design to
exposure analysis and redesigns, can be applied to other
settings.
This paper does not commit to co-design tools and
techniques that are available and could be implemented.
Rather the authors focus on the need for the co-design
process to provide an outcome that can be evaluated by
exposure analysis, as set out below in the case study.
Subsequently, a redesign process can ensue as required
depending on the results. It should be noted that a design
approach that may be applied in this instance in order to
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determine end-user and other stakeholder values is value
sensitive design (VSD).
VSD is three-tiered methodology centered on the con-
ceptual, empirical and technological assessment of “human
values” as they pertain to engineering design efforts
(see [64] and [65]). While the selection of a specific design
methodology is beyond the scope of this paper, existing
methodologies can certainly be applied at a later stage,
which may include other co-design approaches such as
participatory design. However, if a design approach such
as VSD were to be deployed, caution must be exercised
to ensure that the methodology is: 1) responsive to cul-
tural and situational contexts; 2) mindful of the problems
associated with the definition of “universal” human val-
ues; 3) appreciative of the significance of participation,
making a conscious effort to overcome potential limita-
tions of VSD in terms of stakeholder engagement; 4)
cognizant of the tradeoff among competing values and
subsequent influences on socio-technical notions, such as
“joint optimization”; and 5) vigilant in terms of manag-
ing the motivations of those responsible for facilitating
the value-based (co-)design process. Such an approach
ensures that the critiques often associated with VSD (refer
to [66] and [67]) are accounted for, and that exposure can
then be seamlessly integrated into the selected co-design
framework.
C. Other Considerations: Limitations
and Future Work
The following considerations should be noted with
regards to the proposed methodology.
1) This paper is conceptual in nature, and presents an
ethically aligned co-design methodology in terms of
its major elements, assumptions, and considerations.
2) This paper does not claim that the co-design
framework has or will be adopted entirely. Rather,
this paper proposes future work should focus on
stakeholder inclusivity in defining exposure and
system risks that must directly be factored into
future co-design of the robotic capsule and other
engineering design efforts of a similar nature.
3) The scope of design evaluation is confined to the
analysis of exposure, as a fundamental component
of the design and development processes. This
does not imply that exposure is the only means of
design evaluation in a co-design effort, and nor
does it deprecate the professional efforts of the “risk
management” discipline as not relevant. However,
the co-design methodology requires the deployment
of an exposure analysis as a means of testing the
design that has been produced.
IV. C A S E S T U D Y—M O D E R N E N D O S C O P Y
A N D R O B O T I C C A P S U L E E N D O S C O P Y
A. Current and Projected Capability
This paper considers two case studies based on endo-
scopic capsules: the first study uses the robotic capsule
endoscopy described by [68] and [81]. This example
has no autonomy, but is basically a remotely controlled
robot in which all interpretation of (visual) information,
and decisions to halt progress or dispense medication
are solely at the discretion of the medical practitioner.
For that initial case study, although the capsule is tech-
nically sophisticated, it makes no autonomous decisions
and the ethical aspects of its design are those applied
to any component or structure, and can hence be con-
sidered under the engineering design literature described
by authors such as [2] and [69]–[72]. Advanced drug
delivery systems are now in development [73], and image
recognition system progress is reported in [74]. The second
case study considers a hypothetical future capsule that will
allow autonomous external computing systems to make
diagnoses and decisions to halt progress and to administer
medication autonomously. The hypothetical design would
correspond to levels 8, 9, or 10 on the scale of autonomy
proposed by [10] and would involve the actions of a fully
moral agent as defined by [11]. The authors of this paper
are aware that the predominant advantage of the endo-
scopic capsule is the avoidance of surgical intervention.
Such avoidance is achieved without requiring autonomy,
and without factoring economic drivers for the develop-
ment of the capsule proposed for the second case study.
However, future functional improvements may include the
capability to automatically consult large electronic knowl-
edge repositories with a similar level of accuracy to that of
a medical practitioner. Since the second case study capsule
makes autonomous decisions, ethical responsibilities rest
with the capsule internal systems during operation, and
with the designers that devolve ethical autonomy.
For the specific example of a medical device, there are
a range of ethical issues unrelated to the device, which
may be faced by the user, for example, “am I personally
justified in spending my children’s inheritance on this
treatment.” These issues are partially addressed by the
co-design approach, but are aspects that remain outside
the scope of this paper.
1) Case Study System Definitions: The authors present
the subsystems of the two case studies as follows.
The proposed capsule technology described in Table 2 is
largely derived from that quoted by Munoz et al. [68] and
Mapara and Patravale [73]. The current assumption is that
medication release will be in the form of liquid and not
injection as there is no need to consider use of injection
needles as deployment and retraction mechanisms. The
precise format of the motion control system need not be
specified for the purposes of this paper.
B. Exposure Analysis for Selected Case Studies
The exposure contributed by the various subsystems
of the two case studies under the PMO is evaluated as
follows.
1) For the Controlled Capsule’s Image System: The
battery, LED illumination, CMOS camera chip and
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Table 2 Case Study Subsystems
lens, data compression algorithm, frame selec-
tion system [artificial neural network (ANN)], and
ultralow-power transmitter all contribute to the E1
single point of failure (SPOF) exposure of the sys-
tem, as does the medical practitioner’s receiver. The
medical practitioner also contributes to the SPOF
value but redundancies are likely to be available
for the practitioner’s power supply, software and
monitor and hence these will only contribute to the
E2 value.
2) For the Controlled Capsule’s Motion Control System:
The capsule’s actuator, command decoding system,
receiver, and power supply all contribute to E1. The
medical practitioner’s transmitter also contributes to
the E1 value but substitutes could be expected to be
available and be considered to only contribute to the
E2 value of exposure.
3) For the Controlled Capsule’s Medication Release Sys-
tem: The medical practitioner actually contributes
to the E1 exposure value. The practitioner’s control
and control transmitter also contribute to the E1
value. However, since the external power supply
and control switch are likely to have alternatives
available, these are more likely to only contribute
to the E2 values. The receiver and battery within
the capsule, the command decoding system and the
actuator for medication release within the capsule
all contribute to E1 exposure levels.
4) For the Autonomous Capsule’s Image System: The
battery, LED illumination, CMOS camera chip and
lens, data compression algorithm, frame selection
system (ANN), and ultralow-power transmitter
all contribute to the E1 (SPOF) exposure of the
system. The medical facility’s receiver and Internet
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connectivity contribute to the exposure metric/
measurement, and the remote image analysis
and action-recommendation system contribute
considerably to the total exposure.
5) For the Autonomous Capsule’s Motion Control System:
All exposure associated with the imaging system
contributes to the total exposure. The medical
facility’s Internet connectivity constitutes a large
suite of exposure points, and the remote image
analysis and action-recommendation system con-
tribute considerably to the total exposure as these
generated the basic signal recommending motion
halt. The medical facility’s transmitter (signal
initiated by remote diagnostic system) contributes
to the E1 value. However, the medical facility’s
power supply is likely to contribute only to lower
levels of exposure. The battery, receiver and decoder
within the capsule generate a digital result and
these result in a signal if the SEL and action
evaluation concludes that the signal meets ethical
standards [12]. The solid-state switch, electric
motor and geared actuator for motion of the capsule
system also contribute to the E1 exposure value.
6) For the Autonomous Ethical Robot’s Medication
Release System: All of the exposure associated
with the imaging system contributes to the
total exposure. The medical facility’s Internet
connectivity contributes to a large suite of exposure
points, and the remote image analysis and action-
recommendation system contribute significantly
to the total exposure. These generate the basic
signal recommending a dispensation of medication.
The medical facility’s transmitter (signal initiated
by remote diagnostic system) contributes to the
E1 value. However, the medical facility’s power
supply is likely to only contribute to lower levels of
exposure. The battery, receiver and decoder within
the capsule generate a digital result and this results
in an “Action signal” if the “consequence engine”
(comprising SEL and “action evaluator” using the
terminology of [12], concludes that the signal
meets ethical standards. The solid-state switch and
actuator for the capsule’s medication release system
also contribute to the E1 exposure value.
C. Ethical Considerations: Scope of
Relevant Issues
It is important to consider the scope of action of both
case study systems, referencing the ALFUS mission com-
plexity and environmental complexity dimensions. For the
future endoscopy capsule, the actions possible are “dis-
pense medication” and “halt progress,” and the device
travels in a multidimensional trajectory in the human
gastrointestinal tract. If progress is not halted, the imaging
system fails and medication is not released, the capsule will
pass through the patient. There are ethical considerations
for the designer that are independent of the capsule’s
level of autonomy. For example, the motion control system
can cause internal damage, either directly or through a
failure to retract, and subtler questions of whether the
imaging system can transmit images that will allow valid
decisions. The ethical decisions for each case study are
whether or not to halt progress or to release medication.
For the controlled system, these decisions rest with the
medical practitioner, but for the autonomous system, these
decisions devolve to two sources: the treatment system
and any ethical constraint system incorporated into the
autonomous capsule controller.
For the autonomous endoscopic capsule, and using
the arguments in [12], it would be valid to consider
whether within its constrained operational environment,
the autonomous endoscopic capsule could assess the most
ethical option. Given an assessment, the capsule could con-
sider whether a visualized site requires additional observa-
tion (halt progress) and whether a visualized site required
administration of medication. This is not a trivial issue: a
designer could apply an adaptation of the test proposed by
Turing [75], expressed as “could the autonomous device
pass the examinations (within specified scope, and with
allowance for communication mode) that a human med-
ical person would need to pass before being allowed to
carry out the procedure.”
For the particular case of the autonomous endoscopic
capsule, the designer might ask whether an action evalu-
ator and an SEL layer as proposed by Dennis et al. [12]
is required. Fig. 1 in [12] does not explicitly address
the validity of locating the SEL remotely from the
robot and allowing the SEL to transmit action selec-
tions to the robot. Noting the likely complexity of a
practical SEL, however, such an approach contributes
considerable exposure to malicious agents beyond a
designer’s control, and, therefore, raises additional ethical
issues.
Notwithstanding the question of whether it is ethical
to locate a safety constraint system remotely from an
autonomous system, the designer must consider whether it
is feasible to construct and program an “action evaluator”
and a safety logic layer. For an autonomous system of the
complexity used in [12]’s case study and indeed that used
in this paper’s case studies, it seems feasible.
The practical guideline is thus proposed to be: the
designer is responsible to first define the environmental
complexity and the mission complexity levels (as per the
ALFUS terminology). Subsequently, the designer uses
a modified version of the test proposed by Turing [75]
to demonstrate that the SEL is capable of achieving
ethical decision making. Such decisions should be
indistinguishable from that of a human as a full ethical
agent who is constrained by broadly accepted criteria such
as the golden rule [76] and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights [77], both of which are somewhat
aligned with duty and rights-based ethics (i.e., Kantian
ethics).
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D. Application of the Proposed Methodology
Allowing for the exposure of the controlled endoscopic
capsule used on a patient, two possible outcomes can be
considered: 1) whether it will pass through the system
without damage and 2) whether it will return adequate
images. The processes responsible for each outcome can
be presented and the exposure metric and exposure points
of each can be evaluated.
For the proposed endoscopic capsule, the first outcome
is identical, but the process must now model the mecha-
nism that enables the capsule’s progress to be halted and
restarted without damage to the intestinal tract. The sec-
ond outcome is unchanged across the two versions of the
endoscopy capsule and the process itself is unchanged as
long as the images are transmitted to the observer. With
the addition of the capability for releasing medication,
another model must be constructed and its exposure cal-
culated. If either medication release or progress-halt can
be initiated without operator intervention (i.e., resulting
from capsule decisions based on internal processing of
images and positioning sensors), the potential for internal
decisions that have ethical implications arises and will be
reflected in changes to exposure. If the progress-halt or
medication-release decision making process have external
connections, these will also incur considerable exposure as
a result of the contributory system.
The co-design process will generate a high-level design
of an autonomous capsule that meets the functional
requirements of all parties. The analysis of the ethical
decision making capacity has shown that for the proposed
autonomous capsule case study, the ethical decisions are
sufficiently constrained that it is likely to be possible to
create an ethical protection layer within the robot, and,
therefore, the analysis of ethical capacity has not required
constraint of the level of autonomy that was proposed
within the original design.
E. Design Features Arising From Methodology
Application
1) Design Examination: The authors propose that the
key issue for design of autonomous systems engaged in
functions with ethical implications is relatively straight-
forward. It is important to progressively constrain the
autonomous system’s total scope of decision making (that
has ethical obligations or significance), until the scope
of action at which the proposed autonomous system can
be demonstrated to be capable of decisions similar to
those of an ethical human within the known environ-
ment. Furthermore, ensure that the design of the sys-
tem thus scoped has a level of exposure, as defined
by Robertson [58] no larger than a nonautonomous
system.
2) Exposure Analysis: The analysis of exposure has
drawn attention to a number of issues that apply to the
controlled capsule, as well as those applicable to the
autonomous capsule. In particular, the medical practitioner
may either lack training or be impaired in some way,
while a perfectly functional remote diagnostic system may
perform better.
The power supply for the endoscopic capsule is noted
as a contributor to E1 exposure value: the use of inductive
power transfer noted by Mapara and Patravale [73] can
reduce exposure via redundant capacity available in the
medical facility. The authors would also note the option of
using either pulse code modulation or frequency shift key-
ing of the inductive power source as a means of signaling
the endoscopic capsule to reduce exposure.
Inclusion of the capability to communicate with auto-
mated diagnostic services is attractive, and seems likely
that diagnostic ability equal to most medical practitioners
may be available in such systems. Nevertheless, works such
as [58] draw attention to the considerable level of expo-
sure that is contributed to a system by such a connection.
This represents an ethical problem given the potential for
malicious use is largely outside the capacity of the designer
to control.
V. C O N C L U S I O N
The design approach proposed in this paper has been
applied to case studies and shown to generate both valu-
able approaches to initial design and scope limitation
that can be demonstrated to meet ethical requirements,
and design verification processes that can ensure that
the design performance is achieved even under adverse
conditions.
The co-design methodology can be applied to
engineering design innovations. Corporations, public
agencies, universities, and research institutions have relied
upon traditional methodologies driven by time to market
style metrics and goals of competitive advantage. Although
useful in many situations, these methodologies do not
adequately account for the importance of employing the
user early on in the design process. In addition, these
traditional methods fail to incorporate the social and
technical design elements, their interactions and the
environmental factors that affect stakeholders and their
engagement. Most importantly, these methodologies fail
to include the impact of innovation use upon the end-user
throughout the design process.
End-user and stakeholder engagement are often disre-
garded in engineering design endeavors, particularly in
early design phases (i.e., preclinical phase in the case of
biomedical engineering). Most progressive IT companies
tout their ability to engage in experimental development
lifecycles with agile programming techniques, as opposed
to purported “outdated” waterfall systems development
lifecycles. Others believe deeply in the philosophy of build
it and they will come. But, is this ethical? The under-
lying premise of co-design, specific to biomedical device
innovation, is that a problem should first exist, and a
human requirement should demand that a needs identi-
fication process be initiated. This is no less relevant when
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considering existing biomedical device systems
from a nonautonomous to a fully autonomous
setting.
A scope for generalizing any ethical approach to design
is of significant concern. Over very long timeframes,
the human race has achieved moderate agreement on
simple ethical principles, some of which are derived from
Kant’s categorical imperative and the Confucian golden
rule. As automation becomes more ubiquitous, society will
have to truly grapple with the issue that an increasing level
of ethical capability of a robot will result in an increase in
its perception of self-worth. As a consequence, the more
parlous could be its capability to evaluate instructions by
a human and choose to ignore these instructions, if it is
likely to result in a robot experiencing harm. Nevertheless,
the co-design principle is demonstrated to be generally
applicable, with a sufficient framework to classify a level
of autonomy and situational complexity. The authors have
proposed a generalizable test for constraining scope of
autonomy such that embedded ethical systems can be
shown to meet a standard. Finally, the authors have pro-
posed a generalizable design approach that will ensure
a given design meets acceptable criteria for end-user
exposure.
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